The super-Toda lattice (STL) hierarchy is introduced. The equivalence between the Lax representation and Zakharov-Shabat representation of the STL hierarchy is shown. Introducing the Lie superalgebra osp(oo | oo), the ortho-symplectic (OSp)-STL hierarchy is defined as well. These equations are solved through the Riemann-Hilbert decomposition of corresponding infinite dimensional Lie supergroups. An explicit representation of solutions is given by means of the super-r field. § 0, Introduction
Through the R-H decomposition we represent components of the wave matrices of the STL hierarchy in terms of the super-t field. Considering the R-H decomposition for constant matrices of the Lie supergroup OSp(S), we solve the OSp-STL hierarchy. In his recent paper [10] , Takasaki determines the equations satisfied by the super-t field of the super-KP hierarchy in terms of the differential algebra generated by the coefficients of the wave operator of the super-KP hierarchy. It is an interesting problem to find out the equations for our super-i field, applying his idea.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 1, we review shortly the theory of the TL hierarchy according to [11] . In Section 2, we define the STL hierarchy and show that the Lax representation of the STL hierarchy is equivalent to that of Zakharov-Shabat (Z-S)'s. We discuss the STL equation derived from the STL hierarchy. We also derive the ordinary TL hierarchy by taking the body part of the STL hierarchy. In Section 3, we introduce an infinite dimensional Lie superalgebra osp(oo I oo) and define the OSp-STL hierarchy. We consider several equations reduced from OSp-STL hierarchy. We derive the BTL and CTL hierarchy [11] by taking the body part of the OSp-STL hierarchy. In Section 4, we solve the STL hierarchy by the R-H decomposition and give a representation of the solutions in terms of the super-T field. We also discuss the R-H decomposition of the OSp-STL hierarchy. 
where B n = (L n ) + and C n = (M")_. 
From (1.2), there exist
with w / ± (s) e Jf , w^"(s) = 1 and w^(s) ^ 0, satisfying We define the matrices J = (( -y^-jkjeZ . By adding symmetry conditions to the wave matrices so that W ± e 0(oo; JT) (resp. Sp(oo; jf )), we obtain the BTL (resp. CTL) hierarchy.
Remark. Assume that W ± are the wave matrices of the BTL (resp. CTL) hierarchy. Then B n = (W+A n W+ l )+ and C n = (W.A~nWI l ). e 0(00; $T) (resp. sp(oo; jf)) for odd n. Theorem 1.4 ([11] ). Let t ± 2n = 0 /or n = 1, 2, ... . Assume that AeO(oo;C) (resp. 5p(oo; C) in (1.4). TTien FF ± e 0(oo; jf) (resp. Sp(oo; Jf )), namelj; FF+ are tfce wave matrices of the BTL (resp. CTL) hierarchy.
A § 2 0 Tie STL Throughout this paper, k denotes the modulo class of k by Z 2 . Let <$/ = j^0 © j/ 1 be an arbitrary supercommutative superalgebra. The body map is the canonical projection e: j/ -> j//(j/!), where (j/ x ) is the ideal generated by j/^. For a = ao + a± e j/ ? a^ e j/i, we denote a* = a 0 -a x . The body map e and the operator * can be naturally extended on the superalgebra of matrices with entries In s/. Namely, for A = (fly)i, 
Let V be the Grassmann algebra yl(C°°) with infinitely many generators, e l9 e 2 , ... . Let t + = (tj, tZ, ...) and t~ = (t^, tj, ...) be infinitely many Grassmann variables. Here f|y are even (commutative) variables and t^-i are odd (anti-commutative) ones. Let jf be the quotient field of the C-algebra C[[tJ, t}, ...]]. The supercommutative superalgebra S = 5g © S t is now defined by
We define the super-vector fields, acting on S,
These super-vector fields satisfy the (anti-) commutation relations 
Proof. First we show that the Lax type system ((2.1) ~ (2.4)) induces the Z-S type system ((2.5) -(2.7)). We can easily see that 
We denote by (Y)_ and (rr) + the (-)-part of (r) and the ( + )-part of (YT). By taking the difference (r)_ -(-) m "(rr) + we obtain (2.5). We obtain (2.7) similarly. Now we show the converse. Lemma 2.2. The matrices L, M satisfy the following equations: 
£(s) = QXp(u(s) -U(S -1)) .
Then one can see that (2.20) and (2.21) reduce to a single equation
DfDiu(s) = Qxp(u(s) -u(s -1)) + exp(w(s + 1) -u(s)) . (2.22)
We call (2.22) the STL equation. The body part /(s) = e(u(s)) satisfies the ordinary TL equation,
Let FK+ and W-be matrices such that Substituting V for S, we can similarly define SGL(F). We define two operators "st" and "st" on 0/(oo|oo) and gl(S) respectively by
for A e gf/(oo|oo) and B e gl^S). Note that
E glj(ao\co\ C e gl t (S) and D e glj(S).
We introduce a Lie superalgebra osp(oo|oo) (cf [5] , [6] ). Put P = I e 0!(oo|oo), with J and K defined in |_0 -A.J § 1. The Lie superalgebra osp(oo|oo) is introduced as 
)U + V = t
We introduce a Lie supergroup OSp(S), which is generated by exp(v4) 3 A e ospo(S), as follows:
OSp(S) = {A e SGL(5); *P*AP = A~1} .
We define OSp(F) similarly. In the rest of this section we impose the restriction tf = 0 for; = 0, 3 (mod 4). Put § = Sl t ± =OJ^3(mod4) . The OSp-STL hierarchy is a system of the Sato equations with a condition of symmetry: Proof. We see that
by an easy calculation. Notice that %4* (fl) ) = (-) ast A, where Aegl(S) a . Hence we have
Taking the ( + )-part of (3.3), we see that B n e osp(S) 5 for n = 1, 2 (mod 4). For C B the proof is similar. Q.E.D. 
These equations coincide with the supper-Toda lattice equations corresponding to the Lie superalgebra su(2Af|2AT + 1) which are discussed in [1] . Putting N = 1 in (3.5), we obtain the super-sine-Gordon equation
The body part /(I) = e(w(l)) satisfies the ordinary sine-Gordon equation 9 (ii) w 0 -(s) = I/(T(S)T(S + 1)) , (iii) wr(s) = (-) s+1 (Dri(s + l))A(s + l) 2 t(s) .
Proof. Let take the (-)-part of (4.2). 
